This book is a condensed and simplified version for dental students from Professor Inderbir Singh’s three volumes of Textbook of Anatomy. This book is designed for dental students for providing sound knowledge of basic anatomy with clinical correlation retaining all essential facts.

The speciality of the book is simple language, with good quality hand-drawn images. It is organized in stepwise pattern for understanding the basics to begin with followed by detailed description and finally clinical application. This book will facilitate the dental students to understand the topics and reproduce in the examination.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Important topics for dental students are simplified for understanding the concepts in Anatomy.
- Simple language and numerous high quality and hand drawn simple illustrations for easy reproducibility.
- It is a standard textbook in a single volume to justify the needs of dental students.
- On-line content is provided for quick revision of certain important topics with additional content.

**READERSHIP**

- Dental Students